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Abstract

This describes the first assignment for assessment on Advanced Vision. The main goal is

to reliably detect and track a set of table tennis balls bouncing on a table in a set of video

data. The assignment is due: 4pm Thursday 12 February. You must do this practical in

teams of 2, and submit 1 PDF report only. There will also be an assessed live demonstration

of your practical.

Task Background

At the URL:
http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/rbf/AVDATA/AV115DATA

you will find a tar file dataset1_1415.tar of 63 consecutive images (000000XX.jpg, XX=25..87)
plus a background image bgframe.jpg. The images show a set of 10 table tennis balls (2 pink,
2 white and 6 orange) bouncing on a plain table. The camera is essentially stationary viewing a
stationary background. The images show the balls bouncing around until they bounce off of the
table.

The folder contains a file (balls_loc.mat) listing the ‘ground-truth’ position of the ball centres.
These are recorded in a data structure:

• new balls(ball id).frame numbers(sample id)

• new balls(ball id).row of centers(sample id)

• new balls(ball id).col of centers(sample id)

where ball id=1..10 and sample id indexes the observations of that ball. For a given ball id,
the frames where the ball is seen are: new balls(ball id).frame numbers. The number of
frames where ball id is seen is numel(new balls(ball id).frame numbers). So, for example,
the second frame of the third ball is: new balls(3).frame numbers(2). The list of columns of
the ball centre is given by: new balls(ball id).col of centers(sample id) (similarly for the
rows). The colours of the balls 1..10 are: {‘white 1’, ‘white 2’, ‘pink 1’, ‘pink 2’, ‘orange 1’, ‘orange
2’, ‘orange 3’, ‘orange 4’, ‘orange 5’, ‘orange 6’}.

The tar file also contains a function drawpos.m that illustrates the use of the data structure,
by drawing the ball ground truth positions on the image for each frame, with a brief pause in
between.

Note: there are a few frames where it is difficult to determine which orange ball in the next
frame matches a given ball in the current frame. We have tried to get it right, but are happy to
discuss alternative correspondences.

The background image (bgframe.jpg) and a typical frame (00000062.jpg) with the balls de-
tected and circlec are here: The balls enter from the top:
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The overall task for this assignment is to detect and track the balls, even though they are
bouncing (and may collide). To do this you need to write a set of programs that can:

1. Detect the moving balls,

2. Compute a trajectory for each ball through all frames (taking account of collisions), and

3. Evaluate the correctness of the detections and tracking against the ground truth dataset.

Each of these is described in more detail below. (Note: if you are colour-blind, please find a
partner who is not.)

Ball Detector

The image data is a set of RGB colour images and the camera is fixed. There is a constant largely
featureless background image and the lighting is mostly constant. There are some shadows from
objects in the room and the balls also create new moving shadows. You should be able to easily
detect the marbles using a background subtraction method. You might find using normalised RGB
helps to remove the effect of the shadows, but remember that there are also 2 white balls, so you
might need to use both the normalised and unnormalised images, and then apply some reasoning
based on what you know about the balls.

Use operations like open/close or dilate/erode to clean up the image. Use the largest connected
components.

Label each ball uniquely when it first appears and try to keep the same numerical label through-
out.

Represent each ball by its centre of mass and radius.

Tracking

Determine the correspondence between the balls in each image. Some balls will not move much
between consecutive frames but others will. There are up to 10 balls in each image. There are
several collisions.

The information that can most easily be exploited is:

1. The RGB colour distribution of each ball is nearly constant. You might represent each
ball by a 2D histogram of the r/g components from normalised RGB values. Comparing
histograms could use the Bhattacharyya distance,

2. All balls appear and disappear at the edges of the image, not in the middle, so balls in the
middle will have to match something from the previous and next frames.

3. There are few collisions.
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4. There are 2 white, 2 pink and 6 orange balls.

The Condensation tracker discussed in the lecture video is potentially a good way to solve the
tracking problem, because it can keep different hypotheses for each of the balls, which might be
very helpful when considering potentially ambiguous tracking correspondence hypotheses. While
one could consider a combined state vector for all 10 balls, it is simpler to have one set of state
vectors (and thus one condensation tracker) for each ball being tracked. The example presented
in lecture can be adapted for each ball. A new tracker can be started for each new detected ball
and stopped when the ball leaves the field of view permanently. The ball radius might help resolve
ambiguities.

You’ll also need the Condensation tracker to cope with collisions, This will require an extension
of the state transition diagram to include the out-of-scene and collision events and estimate new
transition probabilities.

On the other hand, a Kalman filter is probably not necessary for this problem.

Evaluation

The ground truth file shows the ball centres as found by hand, for each ball. Compare your
estimated ball centre (use the centre of mass of the detected pixels) with the ground truth centre
for each ball and each frame (273 comparisons in total). Report the number of balls that were
detected within 10 pixels of any ground truth centre. Report the mean distance between the
ground truth and estimated centres, for all balls within the 10 pixel distance threshold. Report
the number of false ball detections.

As part of the assignment, plot your ball detections on top of each frame by drawing a circle
of the estimated radius (

√

Area/π) around the detected position. Include a few of these images
in your report.

We also want to evaluate the quality of the tracker.
Compute the percentage of the instances where your tracker correctly pairs the balls between

consecutive frames. Ie. suppose ball a is found at positions ~pt and ~pt+1 in frames t and t + 1. If
your program detected these 2 balls, then a correct trajectory pairing means that your program
should have assigned them the same trajectory identifier. If they don’t have the same identifier,
then this is a tracking error. Report the number of correct and erroneous pairings.

Report the percentage of ball detections that belong to trajectories with only 1 detection.
The final tracking evaluation is done by hand: Draw an image of all ground-truth trajectories

on top of an image frame, where each trajectory has a different colour (reuse matlab colours as
necessary). Then draw a similar image showing each of your trajectories on another image, again
with different colours for each trajectory. Break the trajectory when the ball leaves the image.
Finally, report the number of tracked trajectories for each of the 10 balls (these can be counted
by hand from the 2 images). Include the images in your report.

Your Report

Each team writes a single report that describes:

• The algorithms that you used for each stage of the process.

• How well the algorithms performed on the supplied test data. Show the statistical results
and images requested above.

• Show example images of each processing stage, including a few examples of detected balls.

• Show examples of successful and unsuccessful detections, and trajectory connection.

• Discussion on performance: successes and failures, causes of failures and potential remedies.

• Your code. Do not include code that was downloaded from the AV or IVR web sites.
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Other Comments

1. You can use the lecture example code from:
http://www.inf.ed.ac.uk/teaching/courses/av/MATLAB/

2. Because there are a limited number of MATLAB Image Processing library licenses available,
use alternative MATLAB functions from
http://www.inf.ed.ac.uk/teaching/courses/av/MATLAB/UTILITIES/

Assignment Submission

Submit your report in PDF online by 4pm Thursday February 12. The online submission line is:

submit av 1 FILE

where FILE is the name of your PDF file.

Live Demonstration

There will also be a demonstration session assigned between 9:00-13:00 on Friday February 13,
where you will have to demonstrate your code on a new dataset (taken also at the same time as the
other images, including the same background). We’ll email you about the location and schedule.

You will need your matlab program to show:

1. The detected foreground balls for each frame overlaid over the original images using the
cross and circle method described above. Use a 1 second pause between images.

2. The current tracked trajectories of each ball in the current frame, overlaid on the first image
(use a different coloured track for each ball).

3. The final set of trajectories overlaid on the first image.

Note that there is no ground truth file supplied for the live demonstration, so your program will
not be able to calculate statistics.

The assignment is estimated to take 10 hours coding/test and 5 hours report writing per
person, resulting in a 5 page report plus the code appendix. You must do this assignment in
teams of 2. You must find your partner and email Bob Fisher (rbf@inf.ed.ac.uk) the name of your
partner. A single, joint, report is to be submitted. Split the work so that each partner does some
independently (i.e. share the work rather than duplicate it).

The assignment will be marked as follows:

Issue Percentage

1. Clear description of sensible algorithms used 30%
2. Performance on first video data set 20%
3. Clear Matlab code 20%
4. Discussion of result quality and causes of any failures 10%
5. Live demonstration performance on new video data set 20%

Publication of Solutions

We will not publish a solution set of code. You may make public your solution but only 2 weeks

after the submission date. Making the solutions public before then will create suspicions about
why you made them public.
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Plagiarism Avoidance Advice

You are expected to write the document in your own words. Short quotations (with proper,
explicit attribution) are allowed, but the bulk of the submission should be your own work. Use
proper citation style for all citations, whether traditional paper resources or web-based materials.

If you use small amounts of code from another student or the web, you must acknowledge
the original source and make clear what portions of the code were yours and what were obtained
elsewhere. You can ignore this condition for the AV lecture examples, which can be used freely.

The school has a robust policy on plagiarism that can be viewed here:
http://www.inf.ed.ac.uk/teaching/plagiarism.html

The school uses various techniques to detect plagiarism, included automated tools and comparison
against on-line repositories. Remember: a weak assignment is not a ruined career (and may not
reduce your final average more than 1%), but getting caught at plagiarism could ruin it.

Good Scholarly Practice. Please remember the University requirement as regards all assessed
work. Details about this can be found at:
http://www.ed.ac.uk/schools-departments/academic-services/students/

.../undergraduate/discipline/academic-misconduct

and at:
http://www.inf.ed.ac.uk/admin/ITO/DivisionalGuidelinesPlagiarism.html

The School’s Late Policy:
http://www.inf.ed.ac.uk/student-services/teaching-organisation

.../for-taught-students/coursework-and-projects/late-coursework-submission

The School’s Conduct Policy:
http://www.inf.ed.ac.uk/admin/ITO/DivisionalGuidelinesPlagiarism.html
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